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Miscellanea Kepleriana. Festschrift für Volker Bialas zum 65. Geburtstag
Edited by F. Boockmann, D.A. Di Liscia, and H. Kothmann. Augsburg (Dr. Erwin Rauner Verlag). 2005
Despite the title, this work is more miscellaneous than Keplerian. Of the 21 articles collected herein, only eight
deal primarily with Kepler and his work, while three more relate to Kepler in a more circumstantial way (for ex-
ample, Wolfgang Dick’s article on Kepler memorials). This by no means vitiates the collection, but it does belie the
title’s promise of a truly Keplerian theme, as would befit a Festschrift for Volker Bialas, the dean of Kepler schol-
ars.
The articles are placed in roughly chronological order of subject matter, ranging from Richard Lorch’s presentation
of a tenth- (or possibly twelfth-) century fragment on chords, to Eberhard Knobloch’s essay on Leonhard Christoph
Sturm’s understanding of mathematics (early eighteenth century). Six of the articles have substantial mathematical
content, which may be presumed to be of particular interest to readers of Historia Mathematica. The remainder of
this review will accordingly be concerned with these articles; this is by no means a criticism of the remaining articles,
many of which are excellent.
Lorch’s fragment, which may, he says, be a translation by the indefatigable Gerard of Cremona, is presented in
Latin and paraphrased in English. Its author is said (in the text) to be one Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, who might
(or might not) be either of two persons. In itself, the fragment is of little interest; its potential value lies in its possibly
being a piece in a larger puzzle involving Arabic authors and Latin translators.
Especially appropriate for this Festschrift, in view of Bialas’s training in geodesy, is Jürgen Hamel’s study of
arguments for the earth’s spherical shape from the fourth to the thirteenth centuries. Hamel shows how arguments
based on mathematics (such as the length of the day) had to vie with, or supplement, anecdotal or symbolic accounts.
It is a valuable survey, including a large number of authors.
The next article of mathematical interest is Daniel Di Liscia’s study (in German) of a manuscript of the 17th
century mathematician Jan Broz˙ek. The manuscript is a miscellany, but includes “Canons of mean motions” derived
from Copernicus; excerpts from Gemma Frisius on time measurement; and (of especial interest) excerpts and notes
from Copernicus’s De Revolutionibus. Most of these mathematical notes are related to trigonometry, both spherical
and plane.
Judith Field’s article on the concept of observational error in the work of Tycho and Kepler is particularly im-
portant. She looks in detail at Brahe’s emphasis on precision and accuracy, and at how Kepler considers the limits
of uncertainty at many crucial places in his Astronomia Nova. She shows that Kepler walked a fine line between
properly valuing Brahe’s accuracy and allowing room for discrepancies between the observations and the Keplerian
theories.
A.E.L. Davis contributes a fascinating study of the implications of Kepler’s mathematical model of planetary
motion in Epitome V. I. 4. She ingeniously develops proofs, founded on Keplerian concepts, that show how Kepler
could have derived what we know as his Third Law from his treatment of individual planets. Kepler of course did no
such thing, as Davis points out, but the mathematics convincingly suggests what might have been, had Kepler been
more of a mathematical formalist and less of a physicist and philosopher.
The collection closes with Eberhard Knobloch’s article on Sturm’s appreciation of mathematics. He surveys a num-
ber of books, showing how Sturm strove to integrate mathematics into human endeavors in general, from technology
to theology.doi:10.1016/j.hm.2008.02.002
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the historian of mathematics, especially of applied mathematics.
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